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Periodix 

<H>

Phase equilibria in deformation.
have by and spirit,
concord,
a mixture ascending to rice slurry.
by and therefore,
dissolve making purified,
subliming happens by and therefore 
without fixing a fusible mountain,
heaven;
by made therefore,
composite flying magisterial.
begotten handmade spirit,
dissolution impregnate,
cleanse Negation,
hidden polyester to aluminum 
fittings,
unidirectional laminations
by hidden attractions segregated 
recycled plastics,
by and depraved dissolution passage 
gourmet statement,
houses by red,
married philosophers,
thought combines misreadings have by 
and thereof bottom,
giving decocted fixation,
dichroic bodies.
impression proportion fusing-vessels,
injection-molds
required assertions have by that 
every philosopher divulges parables.
accords by and correspondence
dissolves strongly expecting the highest 
by ENDS approximate



<He>

Hexagon wafers, superconductive salts
orbiting MercuryÆs bottom.
hit dead all purified coagulate.
beech-veneer
plywood houses,
Mercury.
all horizonÆs Mercury,
bottom Hermaphrodite illusionary lead.
Jupiter.
Mercury transmutes silver Ave Maria,
Medium hints weÆre
wild hazy products a determined medicine,
pollution,
strict consummation alchemical twin,
Mercury,
Gold.
alkalization.
because economic ends and means,
steel-spring.
produce inflamed.
Hermaphrodite,
Hermes a solar sail,
fungus,
balanced zodiac through alchemist's hand next polished.
Gel grip
Jupiter through Alchemist,
home to Mercury,
steel-springs
support a transmutation of seven (solids),
solid wisdom;
half-shrouded heat a Silver
filament-wound



<Li> 

Lead notion of such liquid-casts without 
performance, lives returned.
with special absolution,
Experiments letting likewise a Bath  
Abstinence moisture sometimes self-skinning
without é gyptians,
Moisture,
performed the Law himself,
nothing,
ought applied Sulphur experimentally a love 
Wind both with nourished,
Creature.
conformity like a Natural Mother's 
ascribed pleasurable Epigram.
Discursive Water;
with Crudities Graces,
sometimes Linen Fire,
not with a considered pabulum Epigram 
lobes snit intermarry Mother mentioned,
without legitimates.
Love given sitque with Feline 
gelds medicament levetque Discursive notes 
with Nutrient instruments let 
the Diocese with a Bishop's magnificently surrounded 
punishment lamellae five into fighters,
signoff,
little wisdom utterly consisted 
creatures,
sometimes likewise minerals,
attempted with deprived creatures experimenting,
lay hidden by Pythagoras.
obtained various Sometimes,
a little lixivium,
within a distilled leprous uniformly 
long titanium-carbide tube 



<Be>

Belly, a pultruded and welded
forth they easily plain
Dionysus,
overwhelm because a Fire Body 
kindled durable Progenitors,
distinguish blood-red plated Earth.
very capable putrefied "ponderous"
therefrom behind death.
very little speculation,
investigate constitution wherefrom But hence 
error.
they result.
vessel deceptively beautiful microcosm,
termed world many triple 
animals,
haematites,
wonderfully transformed by Mercury 
namely,
fruitless masculine sagacious microcosm,
before mentioned,
force.
Polyandrous,
Borosilicate,
clearly hardened many little 
poisonous mechanisms
both
female many and similar Dissolve 
or are they bubble symbols hermetically 
zealous,
overwhelms a beautiful bear for body 
resolidify,
Flame Saturnalia recapitulating infinitum.
before turns (stainless) 
kindled durable extrusions



<B>

began blowing hole.
"stronger before".
"forced bury before".
styrene,
into grain-blood.
coals,
purified color.
stronger betwixt good 
worse into Science 
breaks to Paradise.
for decoction moving 
bodies knot servant 
before making,
betwixt a virtue 
for pure ignorance 
invent Brass;
nitride according 
uncorrupted Second 
by Holy purifieth 
humor abounds,
before corruption Parents,
demonstration,
beginning be four 
pure incorruptions,
strength because doth 
far second intention,
beginning perfected
vapor, moving by 
marvelous Theosophists 



<C60> 

color,
say a perfect double dissolving 
melting converts can a worthy 
"tetrahedral",
sinking called nature.
perfection,
womb,
conjoined communicates cold,
hard our camber,
compound a three-dimensional nature 
our humble present
(chapter) balance our womb,
philosophical caverns certain cannot 
corporeal,
womb,
disposition spoken;
"cabalistic"
taking our number performed;
augmenting,
copperas salt very doubt 
yellow clearness colored rays.
burn,
double liquors hardening congealed 
urethane foam,
Virtue probable compounded Saturn 
chemistry basest certain turbid 
nylon skins,
blacknesse cannot make work 
turbid coatings spoken Colors.
cast for numbers,
Ethiopia,
Dragons,
Cubits later serpents doubt 
compounded.
nothing Common,
has purchasing the diabolical author 
of Heaven.



<Na>

Saturnine polyurethane shell,
antimonial because 
and sublimate.
sol,
gold,
and revived
mercury,
alchemical (insecticide):
double and native 
because esteemed,
sulphur,
Resin-impregnated and fusible,
besought medium,
echo wonderful and 
their coagulated medium 
apt,
nothing and their pulp
because medium salt,
form and nobility.
mercury,
medium soul for 
bodies living through 
sublimed.
spirit,
body;
and reciprocally,
communicate inflammable,
stone,
fuel,
and pelvic
conjunction sublimation.
volatile,
and their corjufle,
wisdom,
superfluous to bodies 
purified,
because at bottom.
separated no and 
against because sublimation,
secret book
and bodies,
mercurial sublimation soul 
anchor,
indeed desires corrupt 
sublimation,
moist cheeks, 
adding "ethylene-sublimation“
honeycomb
plaster with wasps



<P>

Prima white an acid-etch
glass.
except vanish therefore 
afterwards Chlorites,
afterwards permanent this 
as another,
dissolve except Almighty,
therefore miraculously 
multiplies passed bubbles
alone this Accepting 
search alginate Wherefore 
Homogenous intestinal products 
upon the first,
Sharpest fidelity,
Philosophers'
peculiar specimen (Platonic
Physician)
that from Masse 
sharp brought Philosophers 
therefore 10 Hetrogenous
Dimensions;
grids the thousandth 
this offspring together 
Philosophical therefore,
Asclepiad,
Companions Phineas the 
Prophet,
these Peripatetic healths 
Heptachlors,
waxy solid a technical-grade,
preserving the froth 
these offspring
brought before Cleopatra,
chosen dripping Ad amah



<Ar>

Acetal-elastomers, 
Magic learnt
Arabia,
Greece,
Magi;
Solomon,
divine and art 
MAGI accomplished.
Magic endowed.
human and true,
engraved throughout arcana 
and is Light 
Magi,
accordingly grounded neoprene,
greatest vegetable,
accordingly known as 
projection into flesh/resin,
from might error.
celandine,
and projection Magisterial,
before.
seven all trees,
vegetables,
also,
again,
an arcanum egg 
ammoniac,
again,
a form Magisterial,
another romance fixed, 
blood-filings animal,
bright vegetable,
into ammoniacs,
alums,
arsenics,
magnesia,
the colorful essence, 
cream-colored flares



<K>

Physick moon with great 
soft fruits,
mountains constitute chastisement 
planet,
extant regarded Stars,
bound necessity is erroneous.
menstruum,
perfection.
to either detainÆd page.
bequest,
condition a superfluous Mesopotamia,
Peloponnesus,
Fountain-hot speaks the 
diseases,
Composition.
Splendor overwhelms Petroleum cool 
Water.
great Fires,
fortis,
Tempering, distinguish menstruum placed 
Women with Swan,
With luna
bones dearest digesting … ponderous"
therefrom Pythagoras,
Christ,
sophists investigate constitution 
pressed boiled put catapult,
glass/metals comparison,
boraxes,
alums,
tutias,
viscoelastic-polymerics



<Sc>

Sterilizing catgut xylenes.
feather dung humidity 
inestimable argentums 
sublimated,
acrid change cannot 
amended anything spiritual 
lukewarm speaks acquire 
health been mixed 
Artificial,
Steel Speculum sees 
acceptation.
Diana then freed 
likewise restitution Temperament 
shall according to the Platonists 
being blood,
Dropsy continued Caducei 
serpents,
acquire granted when 
Remedy complication particular 
Spinal membranes,
draw across bring 
named Conches,
gratitude nourishment substance 
acquires heat,
drink,
cold contain exemplum,
Rosaries saith;
Ice and standing 
Blood,
associated fruitfulness,
Temperament,
supposing accosted chance 
iron Divide spitting 
menstruum blasphemies Son.
jocularly teaches Ternary,
World eternity,
perpetual lixivium,
shells according that 
then found sometimes 
menstrual transmutation,
ignition and flash back



<V2+>

Vocabula has concerning this creation,
solid.
medicine Assiduous and wholesome.
it cooks,
Honey,
causes Vinegar macerates,
renders clear acrid Thesis,
fruitful.
Lukewarm it does long 
pots,
Vinegar parts hand decant 
grind anything incombustible;
lukewarm it cools continually 
creases Vinegar Matter long 
attainÆd Child,
Paradise.
graciously Sponges,
I Korndorffer none was most
veer came to dinner wherein 
founde Maximilian,
Emperor Uncontaminated a basic tooling  
isotropic Sun consequently virginal warms,
Honey,
pleasant Blood vivifies,
incombustible at soothing conductive clothe,
Vinegar parts



<Cr2O4>

Sixty is the most factorable
conquer the relationÆs powerful commandments,
crucible When purified color.
cream,
treatise faithful accustomed compass they 
Stripe Aurora,
vehement Dunghills,
Rosaries Countryman Cosmopolite,
the World,
through intimated,
Babylonians,
consequently,
Fellow citizen.
chief,
"What morning Exposition“ a dreading 
ELECTROSYNTHESIS,
then certain decoction likewise 
Enigmas; 
temperament certain which Four Humors, 
bone-triggers,
they terrace denote resembling Codicils,
venomous astronomically the Center of Mars.
demonstrate remembered.
certain torsion nourishment cannot the 
first second become likewise exemplum,
Rostrum clothes that Fire thrown 
Salamander,
materials Aquarius,
Temperament,
colder that Miracles into become 
Legitimate.
mortar blasphemy creatures this Ternary 
thought in sixty minutes, forty-nine
seconds



<Mn> 

Meditating fall many frightened retrace [military fall. ]
roughness a listened gesture.
otherwise walk a hundred flights.
courage,
descendent vanished.
established Therefore my way.
went long prepared ceiling.
wandered contents,
transparent-brood mentioned was since longer 
Certain continued disappeared,
lifeless prescribed,
moisture skims many longer instantly 
imagine,
children of diamonds carbuncle made garments 
finished,
king appeared nothing was discovered gracious 
waterwheels mill,
eagerness.
handsome,
larger appearance,
carbuncle occurrences happiness blessedness.
my Father,
Son King prepared command answered 
goodness transmute may lay long 
fingers,
compared Reason essences Darkness discovered,
Mathematicians say a well-hung probable Synthetic
operative mist 



<Fe>

Fake triangle 
moon,
principles in 
principles from 
Principles into 
or Crown 
point in 
gross,
drowned rainbow 
In crystallized,
into order 
who
when
into gradually 
look down 
Stone.
principles in 
order.
from planets,
into predecessor 
from When 
is crowned 
who transmutes 
incomplete Drew 
a rooster itself,
Stone.
PVC into 
brick
dragline silk
privilege
two Joined 
Indivisible arts,
yoke to Moon 



<Ni3Al>

Necessity is an elastomeric alloy
liquid-crystal polymeric 
foam new repository from Stink,
Nonacris,
be a hoofÆd thing,
nothing be know stink,
never better Book of Lion.
not seen known manner noted 
devoured by a Lion,
because from shine,
not Rebis a thought of mountains,
Names a Hermaphrodite from a Mountainous
Nobility helps promote born to Name,
never are Books seen not hewn 
what Country.
North degrees a form cannot,
here prosper,
gain,
Now Mercury brought Parnassus a Name,
reality in two
Mountains?
not being What thing 
of propositions down might be 
known font not before books,
cannot name denomination from things 
not drawn not 
deceived.
from thence notorious detestable thoughtÆs 
superalloys



<Br>

Beams write across the body,
friendly form swims calcined saturnine elevated by 
or thoroughly in swim sublimate happens,
animated body from Who sublimated,
augments because newbie or whole for spirit 
melting,
moreover Hybrid praeternatural showed prima species.
solemn receive thousand lights,
spirits soften rendered bodies brings above black-and-white 
melting permanent by or knows commix 
particular nothing corporeal,
bodies,
or blood-color-making from special whiteneth,
a prototype body.
Compensation point.
bring far from propinquity washing together,
be or who from sublimed.
communicate mixture between or close them spirit 
conjunction Because be or from themselves,
spiritual;
instant corporeal but properly from them squirts,
permanent pentacles bottom gross, magnetized
domains that read



<Kr>

Key is say chapter moisture ApolloÆs monument 
xerogel,
dry.
dryness Temperament and sweat,
cautiously,
concerning kind.
great way serpentsÆ mountains Venomous é gyptians,
know are says reap,
vegetables Heterogeneous a thousand known,
Dry says:
Sulphur ought an Embryo Vulturine know from any 
happen substance invitro impregnation kind plasma
Lamprey penetrate artifact,
FactionÆs kind,
are dry,
Temper,
fruitfulness,
generosity Homogeneity known or may shape the Heart.
fabulous surrounded King or days corpse sweat.
swallowed contains King's crown,
may Sulphur Tincture allegory Persians,
knowledge of priestcraft.
é gyptians,
antler points to Solomon,
PERSIANS,
knowing art the way prophesy foretells thereof,
covenant known.
arises may CHAPTER creatures fixate becoming and keeping 
artificially laminated and bent



<Y>

Yet at utterly secret distinct creatures,
sometimes you burst a balloon,
dipole air,
although long-range spinors,
yolk matters,
learnt Cardinal Numbers uniformly yet attained 
matter;
spirits sophistical.
sulfurous ACRONYM your other metal.
ceramic,
Soft Vision
spirit arcane.
DIAMAGNETIC ItÆs interior extracted.
spirit Thereupon arcane,
your other metals pour remain TINCTURE,
Midsummer.
Let your spirit arcane 
polymerisation, hardened
ASPECTS you at a letter thoroughly calumniation 
sulfur.
sometimes years into it depraved nothing 
without high frequency yet itself,
afterwards every distillation,
instruments.
INSTRUMENTS you.
its motion … very committed".
moisture,
radical to the surface but approximate 
production, small cluster,
shallow dish.
Unidirectional: alnico five. Omnidirectional: potted
yellow utilized 
Small 4-stroke single cylinders



<Zr>

ZealotÆs vitriol,
soluble.
succeed zenith attains operation trivalent
microcosms,
Zealous oil,
purest
Mercury.



<Hg>

Potential carcinogenic
diaphanous above the will,
these center.
Green lion
shows
Air,
all above,
planets,
SaturnÆs time to help Silver.
correct metal staples subtle 
gravure-printed genders
blow,
calls Above.
symbols a different formulation These 
subjective births elastomer saddles 
those Mercurial nymphs
digital maps,
ultraviolet rays,
airborne stomach Finally,
sincere,
success silvery will lift this highest 
solid universe



<In> 

Inside orbiting MercuryÆs 
bottom.
into and purified coagulate.
contemptible in One and hierarchical  
Mercury,
bottom is on (heavy)
Jupiter.
Mercury transmutes incomplete into And 
Elongated cells,
Medium into instead and Clinic 
Medium is And 
medicine.
Because,
determined in and recipe 
Coagulate;
Alchemy,
Its leaves
led miniature Mercury,
placement is on
under similarly,
produced.
economic in wedded
spring.
produce inflamed.
it and made solid,
smear,
informed in And solid 
fungus,
alchemist,
is one and invisible though 
transmutes it into understandable Manipulations,
formulae transmuted
into unity and
Zodiac through an alchemist's heart
red cap solidity.



<Sn> 

the bud contains 
these viz.
congealing to likeness 
vinegar,
time will gentle 
the vinegar,
congeal,
the fine down 
the first kind,
things viz.
luna,
the anemia 
the mixed youth,
… finest luna“
therefore fertility,
the vinegar stain 
thereof.
dissolving tumor,
that fire,
fine tune,
gives lax.
things dissolved;
ponderous,
to first gentle 
time,
will converted Thus 
liquefaction;
luna;
the oil,
vinegar,
the spider,
penetrating,
the silver conservation 
their dissolution,
conservation without 
generation,
the middle fine 
two tinctures spy,
their living congealed,
this dissolved,
bullet,
Their dissolve viz. 
ambit done 
to like done 
this mineral conserves 
glove leather 



<PCB>

At point a penetration,
religion.
Albumazar,
Machaon,
Rhodianus;
prophesy as Zircon-Y 
bodies:
attempted thereof,
covenant eternity,
and with there 
accomplished cloak arrangements,
all in various metal 
dreams.
aquafortis.
therein impurity any and 
nothing Artist,
attempting anticoagulant.
industry,
and in art,
antimony; 
purified polymer diaphragm,
Adrenalin, 
as into adding 
sediment,
toxic substance Colloidal ascend 
and into blood,
naked enzyme.
certain industry carpets,
on noting,
adding hemoglobin.
studiously concerning scarcely a kidney
into metal.
bodiesÆ sperm settles,
contain pests and in 
clean harbors definite accomplished,
mentioned appliances heavenly and 
enclosed, 
excites liver and spleen



<Ti>

Influence the tryst-ring, God
and incubus
until Seven before is 
Four and artifice,
Union reduces into body 
small Gods.
admire eternity quintessence,
its double and similitude 
regenerates.
forebear immediately soul,
and invisible Second divided 
in word and punishment.
beginning created in work 
and nominated Essence,
Nature,
in bosom hid,
Omnipotent waxing becomes if 
to and beginning,
demonstrate,
little is too and 
Visible,
sevenfold little is containÆd 
order.
feminine melancholy,
Jupiter in Root order 
indifferently plain manifest in
Rosary and divided argent 
Nature,
it to and radically 
belonging chapter,
I do and Medicine,
intention.
little in Moon,
and Artificer,
known placebo,
defined in livid hieroglyph



<Xe>

X.
desires confidence blood taken XIV.
devours own devoured Argent XV.
Let consisting into Ocean,
X.
Mercury conceived into fixing XI.
PERFECT TINCTURE.
into Arsenic XII.
GENERAL CONCERNING account green XIII.
RED TINCTURE.
exposed greenness XIV.
SECRETS TINCTURE,
throw adding XV.
BE can error cementations,
XVI.
vegetables,
nylon frame,
concurrence into taken XVII.
requires own into Aquinas,
silicone jacket
XVIII.
VESSEL.
Since,
XIX.
expanded-polystyrene 
FERMENT consist altogether unions.
X veils the kingdom
SECRET sententious error.
impossible Chromascreen,
marking XX.



<BNZ>

Brass Faetiha.
three their because circumstances 
having foretold,
World,
their Mercury determine by 
a particular variety of Herculean 
Emblem Bacasser says four 
intimated,
Obscurity presumption by tales 
Africa Sphinx,
singular Brutes far 
ashore Equivocation through Emblem 
But Parricide married there 
because medium by Waters 
miracles bent because Clitumnus 
black cattle barrenness Cabrera,
Virtue infirm But Nature 
far efficacious.
because affirm the Natural 
particles divided mixture consume 
is said part their 
Color Agnation brasse call 
forth,
their obscure Emblem  
washed Jordan.
Syrian laboring Sacrum birth 
may forth manifest corrupting,
Alchemy may agree 
Fixing through bottom back,
matter more Diminution because 
custom Bladder.
hath cured;
Accident Consumption Emblem becomes 
vast part of Ethiopia,
Pastures.
extreme by Carbon fiber,
Circle,
their devours consume being 
slip-cast more Motion measure 
Emblem Body Earth work 
cavities leisurely.
predominant.
both has purchasing magick 
devout Transmutation by Nature.
worthy admitting mixture:
affirm the Nature, Ethyl Acrylate
inhibited,
Arithmetically 



<Si3N4> 

Statues of Mercury deliver allegorical givens beautiful Vaporous 
accustomed Stones;
seduced until insertional mutation
Green building modulus of Countryman signify the all 
wise belongs explicitly as sticks between spheres Astronomical degrees 
Islands,
uncertain Mariners Experience particular Symptoms.
swollen feet,
all come having Exposition introduced lukewarm speaks 
De Volatile,
fixed drawn sometimes Steel Speculum see beginning 
color,
made often covering Methyl Temperament shall engineer
germline only,
agree known Experiments effectual Caduceus serpents,
female.
called Attest Argent Stinking Venomous Astronomically Saturn,
Yet well together demonstrate certain bland nourishment 
Orthodox second Milk-like strength likewise exemplum,
Rostrum satin;
being Caulk Vive extinguished sometimes incombustible Temperament 
speak here all Fire



<La>

Leech instead moroseness Splendor 
overwhelms like Naphtha,
cannot girdle Earth with Vinegar,
Salamander,
contexture microscopy like having struts distill Earth 
liberate condemn as ponderous.
left many dead in that Trench,
cabala apparently constitution wherefrom leaves catapulted,
Many,
salts,
sulphurs vegetables,
certain beautiful microcosm,
likeness named CONCERNING that sought minerals.
opinion distributed transformed Perspex
material glycol.
fact which natural feminine sagacious microcosm,
Let fact mention certain another,
separated pelican,
frivolous Chevron,
labors?
mandate went forth:
forth Ganglia,
profound.
wonderful macrocosms,
limbos,
Paramour knight.
what which special contains beautiful micrometer,
leaves back Sun another which rainwater,
mentioned marination,
large far many most another similar mentions 
wonderful macrocosmic.
learned walk cane farther anywhere Seltzer medicines 
poisonous mechanisms
laws nature.
single heat which Meditation Substance:
beautiful
transformation
liquid raised single that which (literally,
femininity).
poisonous,
overwhelms lasting days.
king whitens
Azoth thousand substance recapitulating infinitum.
lead,
can bleach that Earth marriage



<Nd>

Noah's next proceeds used
belly.
transmutes quicksilver.
poisonous mechanisms
Nickel-plated steel
frame.
female blower,
producing everything an Alchemy,
hermetically beautiful
transformation
next verse moon produces 
unity,
inflamed.
alchemists.
poisonous,
overwhelms nine bear Stone.
Hardening fiery Transmute Saturnalia 
recapitulating infinitum.
not redness.
Phoenix.
feeding the murky bottom.
Celestial pauperÆs milked
nuptial.
female blower, 
a pelican 
helmÆd polypropylene housing



<Er>

é gyptian bought labor 
accidences because Mathematics 
every or subject 
holiness,
carbuncle transmutation eternally 
predominate,
rabbit divine humour 
wisdom essence,
from rabbits beginning 
corruption transmutation eternal 
brightest Hebrew bilayers
excluded,
Clytumnus,
excellent or subject 
bodies Mercury perfume 
each bright,
substances there because 
consume,
every drunk dubious 
delivered obscure Emblematical 
even are subject 
Mixing vapor Plasma-lynx 
ever hairy 
Orphism Mercurial patrimony,
é etes from publick 
against devoured consume 
easily or Libya 
their devoured Alchymy 
End travels Sublimation,
Lotion Tributes Eboli
extracted from Tiberius 
delight included circumcisions
scalp produced ethylene 
derived obscurity,
determine enjoy our
Emblem XXXIX.
Ribbons a presumptuous endeavor 
grief subtle and easy 



<Lu>

Lion building neither is absent,
Chapter a repository mosquitoes look But 
not oftener,
light Athenian a difficult Astronomical Latitude But 
between What?
greater sometimes consequently,
Countryman.
lines,
Curve,
matter.
moreover,
written doctrine.
Steel Speculum light Jupiter Saturn,
covering first likewise Exiguous Temperament letting 
such methods cured;
Sometimes-effectual Caducei urine Sulphur,
cutting,
unblessed moist Volubility youthfulnesse;
Astronomically But left out more together 
certain Caduceus nourishment like substance with 
like substance likewise exemplum,
Rostrum like quenched Water.
Some Country sometimes-incombustible Temperament crush
but Linen Art,
penetrate fratri Utrisque,
Temperament,
Living but ovoid.
same Substance,
Legitimate.
An imprimatur blasphemy lacks substance Nature gives



<PVC>

Phoebus,
Lycra,
before he even carried Sulphur experimentally 
he carries effect Dionysus,
carries phallus,
Epigram hirt caprae
before a thing nourishing,
Creature.
conformity happens Harmony Infant (the ocean)
ascribed pleasurable Epigram Hanc Namque 
infusion thing Qualities,
Graces,
sometimes Salamander Hairs,
affirm Cunnilingus considered pabulumÆs Epigram 
hominy tanta before joined in marriage,
although Legitimate.
had Parents buffoons,
magnum nothing instruments William (Howe) 
was suffocated manner signifies Tincture 
Abraham,
have make influences,
upon marriage creatures experimenting,
hidden capacity DIFFERENT Stone,
difficulty abstruse Sometimes,
have hairs,
offensive a Cardinal leprous uniformity 
here Nature affirmed,
being vitriol,
Asbestos lavender earth before 
wounds,
spirit,
tincture mortgage has,
gifts.
stone,
Vitriol arcanum.
Hence vain,
off When rectificationÆs fibers.
defilement has infinite.
TRANSMUTATION.
examiner Hermes,
midsummer.
heat vapor different seen.
distilled arcanum hung warmed 
defined parts of the helical stack, 
sometimes this happens matter difficult things 
consideration absolutely confirmed his couldnÆt 
before,
lift their Stone phalli.
punching her soft manual 



<Ta>

Thermal and mechanical targets
the ways sentences scattered 
Animalls,
Specularis,
Vaporous accustomed this having 
blind netts,
declares,
distillation Rosaries Countryman that 
was mind contained a Hermaphrodite 
travel Moraines Astronomical the 
Latitude Longitude,
distant Prances Laurels consequently,
Compatriot.
Therefore man's man "What“ 
unawares Example,
introduced lukewarm Turns;
many contrary destine:
appear fusible,
Aluminum Speculum that cause 
Hence that Mortals,
himself a restitution Temperament these
waters?
many misty operations.
Vital continued Caduceum two 
male Hence Dant terraque 
Voluble,
Venomous Astronomically the Saturn,
Wind must elevating aerial 
Caduceus nourishment the vain 
contrary that certain equally 
exemplum,
Rostrum "The washed kind“ 
that Regia durable Aquarian
temperament, 
disks, seals, turbine vanes



<Ir>

Inside triangle a mundane 
clarified Sulphur attachment it 
forms animal golden
cosmic Tincture,
perform itself,
hook
this Finding
untying gaseous thermometer,
in proportion,
which bonding solidified.
Sulphur bosom.
Its Burlesque maintains bind 
coffin.
Without blossoming its drank,
which cold,
liquid Steel kingdoms.
is grows which cold 
spiritual-physical
Sulphur Kingdom is crowned. 
Child golden origin Tincture.
Kingdom truly in Spirit 
hidden transitory,
viscous overcome its drinks 
this ready virgin without 
kingdom in a crystal-white
triangle.
aside,
nourishes Avarice.
sometimes it or quicksilver 
products arising viscous kingdom,
Increase Principles Spirit seeds 
spirit Sulphur Kingdom is 
proportional quickly.
Gold,
at marriage sulphur/acetylene overcomes the 
ass 



<Pt> 

Physick Alchymical flash,
dart carried shining continuity
Astronomy,
punish slower,
heathen,
that prediction province scripture;
Astronomy places a planet exalted,
whatever consideration heaven,
signature,
Cyanide.
planets also reason,
worthy spiritual reason skewed
Astronomy,
performed also that virtue 
spiritual failing continuance.
Furthermore,
pure also transparent,
subtle sufficiently continual precious 
Furthermore pear ultramarine that 
another,
possible,
bearing destitute nourishment,
partaken flower that certain 
original,
conjunction powerful Furthermore prepared,
clarified,
again what vitriol,
Saturn.
precious jibe philosophical stones 
that tissue melting,
reincrudate lukewarm performed places,
tract,
that acquires redwood prototype.
Steel Speculum putrefaction blacknesse 
blacknesse most speciall blacknesse 
Exiguous Temperament Philosophically all 
empty heat 
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Lion Hermes; as light, 
that sends like Sepulchres.
reason words,
Lully be that,
Birds Lully were that 
suddenly a liquid,
seen that Gold Luna,
devoured the slain hand,
Lion's seeing Grace find 
Light seeking places.
produced look well what 
needles lie in a PersonÆs mean 
head?
learned Rebis what Study 
last that used 
Latitude degrees what used 
indeterminate Sands 
less Mercury that heads 
Labours,
set that Students,
longtimes begets Heart find 
linen heels,
that kind lies before 
heart,
said learning,
volt,
that Riddles last Oedipus 
that Cord left,
rectifier "What Quadrangle“ lines,
Mercury.
Hilbert space, a difficult-to-detect marker,
being that a black toad 
several and cold 
snake eyes to silica, fusing
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Armour is cut 
relation spitting Solutions 
dripping extracted all 
is into Luna/Silver 
right inscription:
condemn swallowed a valence
is matter Solar 
Tincture.
purified imbibing,
Tincture and is 
latter metals,
EgyptianÆs religion.
Persian doctrine and 
as Pythagoras,
disagreed Egyptian Wolf.
Persian separate arts 
use but five cabala 
fruits,
constitution influences,
marriage and is 
with a creature Creator 
eternity,
Quaternary retrogression all 
ESSENCE attain separation,
substance descriptions Persians 
abstruse and AS 
matter "Rosary"
greatest material becoming 
moisture any assured 
external celandine,
vegetable,
Ammoniac substance extracted 
and as natural 
because fruit contains 
CONCERNING nevertheless,
and as attributed 
arcanum fixation ammoniac,
moistened attempted addition 
as with Finally,
drop by caustic drop, a perfect 
cry string harmony
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Fume Green that things 
struck Arcadia,
Rosaries and Countryman freely or 
places,
acknowledged whence sometimes,
difficult Astronomical for or 
what Signs,
Nonacris,
sometimes consequently,
Compatriot.
feet,
proposed.
"What morning“ thence Exposition 
introduced a lukewarm form 
that reduced frangible.
The grapheme sheet for proceeds 
again,
eminent.
Thence likewise Enigmas Temperament 
from rare qualityes,
meaning effect Experiments effectual
subtle energy devices
scalar-female.
DragonsÆ dracaenas mounteins,
Codicils,
Curtain walls,
Stinking Venomous Spinal fumes,
or that running seal porous 
maturity.
Argonauts nourishment first form 
than manners prescribed Artificial.
exemplum,
Rostrum Fire or Greeks,
cannot quench sometimes incombustible 
Temperament found prepared,
than sign Effects.
associated fruitfulness,
Temperament,
from or that things
articulated by extruded bronze I-beams
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Retrieve blocks,
same here and there because circumstance Rebis was,
and their Mercury determines Rocks.
danger and variety Herculean Emblem reason sacred 
Riddles aspire through presumption resolve cannot and 
Africa a singular uncommon Riddle last Oedipus Sphinx 
through Emblem relate it Oedipus having because 
medium repute,
can and their because Litmus River makes 
and fixing,
Virtue infirm Rules,
Nature made artificial mixture affirm remains wall.
And their mixture;
consume resemblance say and praiseworthy,
because Adagio relation says And Regimen obscure 
Emblem River,
Name Judea Divine laboring Sacrum really Natural.
and manifest corrupting,
Alchemy Remedyes Cases,
and diligence through bottom remains a carefully made 
series 
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Understood from a shallow Stone within 
without,
Midsummer,
unmated,
prosecute that then pouring without,
Midsummer,
until or dead Stone,
rejoice,
miraculously a punishment,
upon Writing Glass even within 
Instrument,
Midsummer,
upon projection again points continue 
moisture Midsummer,
upon or that then melting-pot,
bound water,
without a Lifetime upon projection Plates 
Stone,
Physicks.
Leprous perform Use is what drinks without
within,
unmolested,
Dark matter
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Not especially that internal athletics,
beautifully overwhelmed flushing viper
appearance,
that carbuncle happiness intending 
discolored.
Capitula not even vapor 
whitenesse.
Specularis,
commended mountein superfluous Laconic 
skinny Hesperides.
Vapors.
that Orpheus spent,
Colossi cola Similitude Mesopotamian
Night,
mention appears what guards
Virginis,
Fountains,
wonderful overwhelms Naphtha,
Petroleum Imputation that Lawfully 
burning of offspring Consanguinity teeth 
red deprived Next 
Crocus solvency following ponderous.
therefrom not to be sophists 
little speculation,
distinct investigate constitution wherefrom 
tongue SEEKS supposing that 
Mercury.
nothing deceptively beautiful microcosm,
named Hereto suppose that 
permutations torment,
mercurial erroneous transformed alloy,
Neptune depraved in these mixtures
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Conjuncts Sun & Mercury,
orbiting a transverse at bottom.
center.
Turn Air,
purified coagulate.
contemptible can out 
purest
horizon Mercury,
bottom Child.
Sun Mercury Jupiter.
Mercury transmutes correct 
quicksilver.
cinnabar,
very Maria Mercury,
Medium conjunction bumping 
For
any weak grain boundaries
Spark
chemicals cure horn 
Fellatio producing determined 
Coagulate;
published words.
purification,
pollution,
sublimation,
consummation outer circle,
inside Mercury,
placement cross must 
Earth similarly,
produced.
economic compulsive submerge 
our spring.
produce inflamed.
called lunar.
current-day solid,
fungus,
informed chaotic-philosophical author 
Mercury,
solid fungus,
alchemists,
certainly but more 
invisible through transmutes 
cold further words 
Manipulations,
formulae transmuted
cannot dual circle 
Zodiac through alchemist's 
Pancreas called islets
continues Sun-Child already 
Jupiter 
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Firmament beneath Earth firmament,
shining surrounds perform,
from secrets fair
meaning creatures,
sometimes from hence Far 
from consider,
fatal creatures,
government forbids heaven firmament 
command incline;
discourse performed from fallen 
Earth Command spirits diminution 
perform For herbs for 
form,
continually concluded performs flower play,
well parts from remains 
creatures.
overcome first Mercury,
Mercury,
from Arabian ponies perform 
figure be nor themselves 
vitriol immature performing a fixed 
perfection here comes profit;
without performs from his 
world,
firmament Arabian,
creature,
confirms first hair Her 
examined,
received without freedom from 
relating nor from burning,
without inestimable finest mercury,
our form sublimated,
secret fire, glittering droplets
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Meditate dangling bonds on the open edge 
of this curving, almost-closing 
protofullerene cluster,
bushes brambles frightened objectives 
application intellectual pools,
may be contrived used 
instead himself,
accosted themselves speculation,
industrious acids,
must be mineral good 
silver dissolved imperfect themselves 
segmentation a homogeneous,
doped maintains heat bind 
powder.
Place dissolve polished (corrosive 
masculinity)
superfluously:
equilibrium magical veil kingdom,
seeds Patience.
vessel sciences.
objectives application intellectual grade,
may be contrived used 
marble parapet, instead
reinforced concrete, thin films of memory media 
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Drunk,
so much labor transmutes 
showing Collar all instruments 
done,
pure substance a quantity,
subsisting without feldspar 
did cubit Rabbits 
translates precious creatures 
Trampoline,
difficulty put habitually 
spirits cannot baluster 
patch,
done pure Hebrew 
being Spirits,
without feldspar.
division,
but habitual when 
quality tincture,
silk,
difference but dubious 
vacuole (writings)
thoracic Kingdom dismembered 
cut subject uvula
Liquefying,
Spider Kingdom.
danger.
Sublimation,
Nobilitation requires 
that pleasure overcomes a Dragon 
sufficiently Manufactured Rings
notwithstanding Tactics overcome,
devoured putrefied,
Emblem of mountains shield
expansion sometimes,
difficult musty Labors,
Mountain,
receive Oedipus overcome 
Turbid mouldings
Emblem down enjoined 
destruction a Kingdom due 
Queen,
Emblem down in writings.
although performed De 
Quinta 
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Has a navel itself this lock,
inestimable how may easily this sublimated,
tincture a Navy hidden saith,
besought first species.
without arcanum.
have same dissolved,
obtained cautious ammunition labors 
this trapped ozone,
cinerama,
heat,
rather most does forcing,
sulphur;
sometimes.
must make this shining moisture,
trunk,
heat,
water,
its raised remaining viscous plumbum jelly 
part vessel,
serum,
participating Without radar,
has water.
maidenhead,
this dipping without inestimable how may 
easily this sublimated,
tincture sugar hidden echo,
besought first species.
obtain a weapon.
have same dissolved,
dissolve working,
without overcoming hard water vessel,
close spirit inches sometimes,
humble ravish observed,
this sublimation,
without defilements has taken its monstrous 
original.
ingenuity sometimes had has passed this 
sulphureous Balneum
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Blown polyethylene frame,
sails were spread,
other putrefies,
receiving tincture,
inestimable brightness.
so other therein 
carries tincture,
Balneum besought Lord,
other there working,
without overcoming body,
to ethylic,
spirit,
promising moisture,
defilements be they monstrous 
other therefore,
sublimation,
miraculously sometimes But 
for ashes.
fourth continue without 
Epigram be so 
Aphrodisiacs barren.
evening although performed 
by book,
other there mollified,
confluence performed Body 
Top otherwise putrefye 
ascribed absolute Experiments 
Bodyes months other 
Operator spirits,
moisture sometimes be 
most other Eternall 
Alexipharmic moisture,
performed by no 
other extracted exquisitely 
Angle experimentally But 
Rod other,
representation carries Sulphur,
epigram a bestial sound 
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Upon fragrancy that winch,
Faetiha as Leprous multicomponent,
upper From Grace shine,
difficulty Discourse unknown performance 
reason seen considered sandy membranes,
used is what notation,
consideration,
Pegasus,
Epigram under propositions heads down 
enjoined destruction Kingdom unawares written 
Example,
being Matrimony,
without Epigram up writings.
that drink Ephesus,
although performed unfixed From that 
whence Virginis,
confluence performed upon is again 
when special absolution,
Experiments used or draws being 
remains Diminution sometimes upon 
places among é gyptians,
moisture,
performed us:
or Transmutation thinges immune,
Sulphur experimentally falls from Heaven,
QUANTUS,
NUTRIX TERREUS conformity Universal Artificial 
than joined acquires destruction Jaguar 
Ut frustraberis


